UNIVERSAL PITCH
SOL-A-VENT
Vents made from sturdy gauge aluminum, either primed for asphalt roof
systems, PVC coated base for PVC systems or bare metal for other
applications.
With no power connections Sol-A-Vent® is simply flashed to the deck, like
other roof vents

The solar powered fan
mechanism viewed from
the under-side of the vent.

INSTALLATION:
Step 1: Before installing the Sol-A-Vent® set the appropriate desired angle
of the solar panel relative to the roof pitch by 1) turning the vent stack on
its base and by 2) rotating the top section of the adjustable seam. You
will likely need to loosen the 4 slotted bolts on the vent stack sides to
rotate the upper panels freely on the base flange.
Step 2: For the flat (horizontal) roof installation: Prepare an opening in the
roof membrane and 8: opening in the roof insulation. Install the
Sol-A-vent® beneath the roof membrane but on top of the insulation.
Secure with nails or screws if appropriate. Flash in the base according to
standard details for the roof membrane in use.
For a steep installation: After step 1, prepare an 8" opening in the roof
deck to access the area to be vented. Attach the vent to the deck with
screws or nails and make final adjustments to the desired angle of the
Sol-A-Vent® panel. Re-tighten the 4 slotted bolts and then flash in the
vent base appropriately.
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Plain aluminum. Optional asphalt coated flange at no charge
• Optional PVC coated base for PVC roof membrane
• Optional chrome cap at an extra cost on aluminum vent body

PVC Only
MANUFACTURER/WARRANTY
Marathon Roofing Products offers more than 30
years experience supplying the roofing industry
with quality roof drains, vents, breathers and
roof accessories. Products for both new and
replacement roofing are adaptable to all roof
systems to provide reliable and long life
performance. Marathon roof drain assemblies
can also be custom fabricated to meet almost
any situation.
Marathon products are inspected and
warranted. Any product proven to be
defective within one year of installation will be
replaced or cost price refunded, at the
Company’s option, subject to minor limitations.
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MS-A

10" 254 mm

8" 203 mm

16x16" 406x406 mm

2 1/4 lbs. 1 kg
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